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ABSTRACT
Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) theoretical spectra for some 3d transition metal-phthalocyanines–FePc, NiPc, CuPc,
and ZnPc-are presented. Their complexity and rigidity make them a good testbed for the development of theoretical strategies that can
complement the difficulties present in the experimental spectrum fitting. Classical and ab initio molecular dynamics trajectories are gener-
ated and employed as a source of structural information to compute average spectra for each MPc species. The original ZnPc force field
employed in the classical molecular dynamics simulations has been modified in order to improve the agreement with the experimental
EXAFS spectrum, and the modification strategy–based on MP2 optimized structures–being extended to the rest of MPcs. Both types of
trajectories, classical and ab initio, provide very similar results, showing in all cases the main features present in the experimental spec-
tra despite the different simulation timescales employed. Spectroscopical information has been analyzed on the basis of shells and legs
contributions, making possible the comparison with the experimental fitting approaches. According to the simulations results, the sim-
ple relationships employed in the fitting process to define the dependence of the Debye Waller factors associated with multiple scattering
paths with those of single scattering paths are reasonable. However, a lack of multiple backscattering paths contributions is found due
to the intrinsic rigidity of the chemical motif (macrocycle). Its consequences in the Debye Waller factors of the fitted contributions are
discussed.
Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0135944

I. INTRODUCTION

Phthalocyanines (H2Pcs), as well as many metal substituted
phthalocyanines (MPcs), are planar, aromatic macro-cycles, con-
sisting of four isoindole units, joined by four nitrogen atoms,
resulting in a tetradentate ligand. Phthalocyanines have an impor-
tant role in the field of material science and nanotechnology
because of their electrical properties and their strong absorp-
tion in the visible region. In addition, they are thermally
and chemically stable and can support intense electromagnetical
radiations.1–6

The size of the MPcs depends on the size of the coordinated
central atom, which varies within quite a wide range of values.7–9

The standard oxidation state of Pc is −2, but the oxidation state of
the central atom can go from +1 to +5, so, it results in a wide variety
of possible structures.10

Due to the known macrocycle effect11,12 and the high conju-
gation (18π electrons, aromatic system), MPc complexes exhibit a
quite rigid structure despite their large size, which has been exten-
sively studied by various techniques, such as XPS, X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS), and STM.13–16

The characterization technique on which this work will focus
is Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy.
This technique is extremely sensitive to the coordination envi-
ronment of the absorber atom.17 It is especially relevant in the
case of structural determination of species in disordered systems,
such as solution or non-crystalline media, since it does not require
long-range order.18

The XAS spectra of solid FePc, NiPc, CuPc, and ZnPc metal-
phthalocyanines have been reported.19–21 In addition, Carrera et al.19

also measured 0.1M aqueous solution of CuPc at 300 K, obtain-
ing almost the same results, except for the first coordination shell
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FIG. 1. Metal phthalocyanine structure with a schematic representation of the first
five shells in dotted lines (Rn).

contribution, which has a smaller Debye-Waller factor in solution.
Thus, MPcs EXAFS spectra can be well described using only
intramolecular scattering contributions, neglecting intermolecular
ones (see Fig. 1 for shells definition).

The aim of the present study is the use of theoretical
strategies22–25 for the generation of EXAFS spectra based on struc-
tures obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajec-
tories. In the context of classical MD and in order to take into
account the intramolecular dynamics, a flexible force field being
able to describe the molecular vibrations becomes compulsory. This
way of generating spectra is especially interesting, since it allows the
checking of the goodness of the force field.

There are some published classical force fields for MPcs. Of
them is the one published by Shao et al.,26 who developed a Hybrid-
COMPASS force field for the CuPc. Dwyer et al.27 reported a new
set of force fields within the CHARMM parameterization model,
specific to perfluoro-modified MPcs. In particular, our interest
relies on the one parameterized for ZnPc. We choose the second
force field because its implementation in the employed MD code
was easier. Within this force field, by introducing some modifi-
cations, it is intended to extend it to the other 3d metals (Fe,
Ni, and Cu) in order to generate their corresponding theoretical
spectra.

Additionally, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simula-
tions have also been performed in order to compare with the classical
results. This way of running simulations offers an alternative to the
use of classical force fields, but it has the disadvantage of the large
amount of computational cost, and it is also conditioned by the level
of theory and the size of the basis sets used. Nonetheless, AIMD
results are also reported in this work, allowing the comparison of
both theoretical strategies.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that one advantage of the the-
oretical methodology employed here is the fact that no fitting is
performed in the process. Therefore, the number of scattering con-
tributions can be as large as needed. This opens the possibility of
analyzing the experimental strategies followed when performing the

EXAFS fitting, i.e., whether the approximations adopted in terms of
the chosen scattering contributions and their respective amplitudes
agree with the known theoretical results or not. This is particularly
relevant when dealing with rather rigid and large structures such as
MPcs.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. Quantum mechanical computations

The structures of the 3d transition-metal phthalocyanines were
optimized at the MP2 level, using 6-311G (d, p)28–30 basis sets.
Charge fitting was done according to the Merz–Singh–Kollman
scheme,31,32 using UFF radii for atomic charge calculations
(MKUFF).

Due to the high computational cost of Born–Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations, we cannot use the MP2
level of theory. We tested the TPSS33 functional with the same basis
sets of MP2 calculations (6-311G(d, p)). The validity of the func-
tional has been previously proven for metals of the 3d, 4d, and 5d
transition series, reproducing properly the experimental geometries
and vibration frequencies.34 The results of the geometry optimiza-
tion at both levels of theory are collected in Table I. The calculations
were performed using ORCA.35 The differences between both levels
of theory are in the hundredth of an angstrom, which we consider to
be acceptable for the aim of this work.

B. Classical molecular dynamics simulation details
Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were per-

formed using a modified version of the DLPOLY Classic package.36

The simulations were run at temperatures of 80 and 300 K in
the canonical (NVT) ensemble, using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat
with τ = 100.0 fs. The chosen temperatures match the experi-
mental conditions. No cutoff radius was applied to non-bonding
interactions.

The total simulation time was 1.1 ns, with a chosen time step
of 0.25 fs. There was a first stage of equilibration lasting for 0.1 ns.
The production period was extended for 1 ns, saving configurations
every 8000 steps, obtaining trajectories of 500 snapshots. Another set
of simulations were run with a production time of 5 ps, saving con-
figurations every 40 steps, obtaining trajectories with 500 snapshots.
The aim of these shorter simulations is to compare their results with
the BOMD ones.

TABLE I. Distances for the first four shells of MPcs from QM-optimizations. See Fig. 1
for shell definition.

(Å) FePc NiPc CuPc ZnPc

R1
MP2 1.936 1.888 1.946 1.985
TPSS 1.933 1.904 1.958 1.995

R2
MP2 2.966 2.934 2.971 2.997
TPSS 2.977 2.954 2.985 3.011

R3
MP2 3.377 3.363 3.379 3.390
TPSS 3.383 3.374 3.387 3.396

R4
MP2 4.207 4.174 4.213 4.240
TPSS 4.211 4.189 4.225 4.253
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C. Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
The ab initio trajectories are computed using ORCA35 at

TPSS/6-311G(d, p).28–30 Strictly, these are Born–Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations because they approxi-
mately solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation to com-
pute gradients and then move the atoms according to them.

For each complex, the simulations were run at 80 or 300 K
in the NVT ensemble. A first equilibration run of 1 ps was done
using the Berendsen thermostat,37 with a coupling constant of
10.0 fs. The production time was 5 ps using the Nosé–Hoover chain
thermostat,38,39 with a chain length of 3 and a coupling constant of
100.0 fs. The chosen time step was 0.25 fs for both equilibration and
production runs. The center of mass was kept fixed in order to avoid
drifts.

D. Modifications introduced in the force field
Some modifications were included in the original force field

published by Dwyer et al.27 in order to reproduce the MP2 quantum-
optimized geometries. The modified parameters correspond to four
equilibrium bond lengths and an equilibrium bond angle, as is
shown in Fig. 2 and collected in Table II. The modified parameters
correspond to the central region, which is most affected by the
substitution of the cation.

In addition, the charges corresponding to the metal and the
nearest nitrogen atoms are changed when the central atom is
replaced by another 3d transition metal. To do so, the total charge
of the M + 4N unit remains as - 1.719e−, as schematized in Fig. 2,
but a redistribution of charge density is done. The values are col-
lected in Table S1 in the supplementary material. Keeping this value
in all MPcs avoids the need to reassign charges to the outer atoms
of the complex. For this aim, the MKUFF charges obtained from the
MP2 calculation are used to compute the qM/qZn ratio (with M = Fe,
Ni, and Cu), which is then applied to the charge of Zn atom in the
original FF. The charge of nitrogen atoms is then calculated as a dif-
ference between the total charge of the region (−1.719e−) minus the
metal charge, and divided by 4.

E. EXAFS spectrum computation
The general formula for the EXAFS spectrum can be expressed

as a sum of the contributions to the total amplitude χ(k) by each
backscattering path,17,40

FIG. 2. On the left, modified (bold) bonds and angle. On the right, in red, the
central atoms of the complex, whose charges are modified. This region remains in
all cases with a net charge of −1.719 e− after modifications.

χ(k) =∑
j

Nj

kR̄2
j

S2
0∣Feff

j (k)∣e
−2k2σ2

j e
−2R̄ j
λ(k) sin(2kR̄j + φj(k)), (1)

where, for each backscattering path j, N j is the coordination num-
ber, Feff

j the backscattering amplitude function, S2
0 is the amplitude

reduction factor, R̄j is the mean path distance, φj is the phase shift,
λ is the photoelectron mean free path, and σ2

j is the Debye–Waller
factor of path j.

In this work, theoretical EXAFS spectra of the metal K-edge
for the different phthalocyanines have been computed, using a
set of snapshots extracted from both MD simulations—classical
and Born–Oppenheimer. 500 evenly spaced configurations were
extracted from the trajectory to assure the convergence.

In order to generate the theoretical EXAFS spectra, the global
EXAFS spectrum, χ(k), is computed by averaging all the individual
spectra obtained for each snapshot:

χ(k) = 1
Ns

Ns

∑
l

χl(k), (2)

where χl(k) is the individual spectrum of each snapshot, and Ns is
the total number of snapshots.

Following this strategy, the classical EXAFS equation can be
modified according to the expression22–25

χ(k) = 1
Ns

Ns

∑
l

paths

∑
j

S2
0Feff

j (k)
kR2

lj
e
−2Rlj
λ(k) sin(2kRlj + φj(k)), (3)

where Ns is the number of snapshots, index l identifies each of them,
and j runs over all the scattering paths considered in each structure.
In Eq. (3), the structural disorder arises from the summation over all
spectra of the different structures, instead of using a model structure
with associated Debye–Waller factors.

Theoretical estimations of the Debye–Waller factors have been
obtained through the expression

σ2
i = ⟨(reff

i − < reff
i >)

2
⟩, (4)

i.e., the variance of the effective path distance. The effective path dis-
tance in a given configuration is defined as the half-length of the full
photoelectron path

reff
i =

1
2

ri.

Therefore, in the case of single scattering contributions, the
path distance coincides with the distance between both atoms
(absorber and back-scatterer), while for multiple scattering paths,
the effective distance is half the sum of each leg distance.

EXAFS calculations for each snapshot were performed with the
FEFF code (version 9.6).41 The Hedin–Lundqvist potential was used
to compute the electron density distribution within a self-consistent-
field (SCF) approach. Hydrogen atoms were included to calculate the
potential, but they were not included as backscatterers.19,42–44

After studying the convergence, the cutoff radius around the
absorber atom was set to 6 Å, and the multiple scattering paths were
extended up to six legs. The ΔE0 and S2

0 were chosen for each MPc
to match the most intense oscillation of the experimental EXAFS
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TABLE II. Modifications included in the equilibrium parameters.

Term Original ZnPc FF27 FePc NiPc CuPc ZnPc

b0(M–N1) (Å) 1.9400 1.9220 1.8369 1.9359 2.0060
b0(N1–C1) (Å) 1.3847 1.3840 1.3780 1.3810 1.3830
b0(N2–C1) (Å) 1.3310 1.3476 1.3435 1.3450 1.3460
b0(C1–C2) (Å) 1.4592 1.4500 1.4505 1.4525 1.4535
θ0(C1–N2–C1) (○) 125.3075 120.3075 119.3075 120.3075 120.3075

spectrum. The values are collected in Table S2 in the supplementary
material. The k range employed was 2.0–13.0 Å−1, and all the spectra
were k3-weighted.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Previous experimental results

In the present study, theoretical results are compared with the
published experimental EXAFS spectra. The experimental informa-
tion, as well as the details of the fittings, was extracted from the
works of Carrera et al.,19 Rossi et al.,20 and Hong et al.21 The stud-
ies agree that the EXAFS spectra of MPcs are well described, using
only backscattering paths involving a single molecule. Paths involv-
ing other MPc molecules or solvent molecules are found to have
negligible contributions compared to those involving intramolecu-
lar atoms.19 The considered backscattering paths employed in the
experimental fittings are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The difficulty of the experimental fitting arose when Carrera
et al. considered the SS1-SS4, MS1-MS3, and MS5-MS8 paths in
their fitting, while Rossi et al. took into account paths SS1-SS4 and
MS1, MS2, MS4, MS5, MS7, and MS8. Furthermore, Hong et al. only

FIG. 3. Backscattering paths, where M is the absorber atom.

considered four single scattering paths, SS1-SS4. Thuss, there are dif-
ferent views among the authors on the more relevant paths to be
used in the EXAFS fitting.

Regarding the calculation of the DW factors, each path has
associated its own DW factor. In principle, it would be necessary
to fit all of them, considering a large number of parameters –highly
correlated–for each backscattering path. To simplify the problem, it
is common to relate the MS DW factors with those of SS accord-
ing to the so-called independent vibration model.45,46 According to
this model, the fittings are performed with the following DW factor
relations to reduce the number of free parameters:

σ2
MS1 = σ2

MS2 = 2σ2
SS1, (5a)

σ2
MS3 = 4σ2

SS1, (5b)

σ2
MS7 = σ2

SS4, (5c)

where Eq. (5c) is introduced by Rossi et al., despite the fact that this
is derived for the cases in which the atoms are aligned, that is, with
an angle of 180○, while in the MS7 path, the angle M–N–C is in the
range 161○–163○.

The results of the experimental fits are illustrated in Table III.
At first sight, it is surprising that some single backscattering path
DW factors (SS1 and SS2) at 80 K are larger than those at 300 K,
where thermal agitation is higher. Also, in some cases, there are fitted
DW factors, whose value is 0, as is the case of the MS4 and MS5
paths for CuPc at 80 K. This makes no sense since the DW factor
for the SS paths that involves second and third coordination shells
are different from 0, so, the same is expected for the MS paths that
involve the second and third coordination shells. This issue will be
discussed later.

B. Molecular dynamics simulations results
1. Average structures from MD simulations:
Testing the original force field

Table IV collects the average distances, obtained from the MD
simulations at 80 K, from the central zinc atom to the different coor-
dination shells. The force field used is the one published by Dwyer
et al.,27 which from now on will be labeled as “original FF.” Those
results are compared with the experimental ones, obtained from
the fitting of the EXAFS spectrum reported by Rossi et al.,20 and
from the QM optimization at the MP2 level. Differences between
the original FF and the experimental results are typically about
0.05 Å.

In Fig. 4, the average theoretical ZnPc EXAFS spectrum, based
on the original FF simulation, has been represented to check if it
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TABLE III. Distances and DW factors (σ2
) obtained from the experimental fittings. DW factors are multiplied by a factor 103.

FePc 80 K20 NiPc 300 K21 CuPc 80 K20 CuPc 300 K19 ZnPc 80 K20

Path R (Å) σ2 (Å2) R (Å) σ2 (Å2) R (Å) σ2 (Å2) R (Å) σ2 (Å2) R (Å) σ2 (Å2)

SS1 1.9325(0.0073) 5.8 1.90(0.02) 4 1.945(0.006) 3.06 1.95(0.01) 0.8 2.0023(0.0079) 6.1
SS2 2.968(0.011) 5.6 2.90(0.09) 7 2.973(0.009) 2.5 2.97(0.02) 2 3.029(0.012) 6.0
SS3 3.378(0.013) 5.4 3.29(0.03) 1 3.38(0.01) 2.8 3.37(0.02) 4 3.418(0.014) 8.4
SS4 4.203(0.016) 9.4 4.31(0.06) 1 4.22(0.01) 6.3 4.1(0.1) 7 4.275(0.017) 7.8
MS1 11.6 6.12 1.6 12.2
MS2 11.6 6.12 1.6 12.2
MS3 3.2
MS4 1.4 0 3.1
MS5 1.3 0 16 2.8
MS6 16
MS7 9.4 6.30 10 7.8
MS8 26 33 10 17

reproduces the main features of the experimental one. Despite its
complexity, we see that the oscillations of the experimental spectrum
and their positions are largely reproduced. Nonetheless, despite the
overall good reproduction, there are regions that can be improved.

The origin of these discrepancies can be twofold: On one
hand, the structural differences observed in Table IV are significant
enough to show up in the comparison of the spectra, and, on the
other hand, there are significant deviations produced by the DW
factors associated with each of the contributions. Therefore, with
the aim of improving the reproduction of the experimental spectra,
the original force field has been modified. Only some equilibrium
distances have been changed in the corresponding bond-stretching
contributions and one of the angles in order to reduce the discrepan-
cies present in Table IV. This new force field is called “modified FF.”
The modifications introduced were illustrated in Table II. The last
column of Table IV collects the average distances obtained from the
modified FF simulation. To change the DW factors, it would be nec-
essary to modify the effective force constants acting between bonded
atoms, which is an involved task in the case of such a complicated
system.

The MD simulation with the modified FF yields structural
results in which the theoretical–experimental agreement is clearly
improved. The lower part of Fig. 4 shows the spectra obtained after
the modifications made in the original FF. It is evident that the

TABLE IV. Average distances (Å) for the first four shells of ZnPc from MD simu-
lations, from experimental EXAFS fitting, and from the MP2 optimization. Rn, with
n = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the distances from the metal to the first, second, third, and fourth
coordination shells, represented in Fig. 1.

Original FF27 Experimental20 MP2 Modified FF

R1 1.947 2.0023 ± 0.0079 1.985 1.985
R2 2.970 3.029 ± 0.012 2.997 2.996
R3 3.339 3.418 ± 0.014 3.390 3.390
R4 4.220 4.275 ± 0.017 4.240 4.241

average spectrum obtained from the modified FF improves most of
the deficiencies observed in the case of the original one. The main
differences are highlighted with dotted ellipses.

The different periodic functions contributing to χ(k) depend
on the path lengths and, therefore, on distances between the back
scatterers, as can be seen in Eq. (3). In turn, in this case, the rigid-
ity of the molecule makes relevant a multitude of contributions with
different frequencies and phases, which creates a very complex spec-
trum. That is the reason why small structural modifications, such
as those shown in Table II, give rise to significant changes in the
spectrum—due to interference phenomena. In a more labile system,
this effect would be much less intense.
2. Convergence of the theoretical spectra
with the number of shells and legs

Figures 5 and 6 show the evolution of the average spectrum of
ZnPc with the increase in the number of shells around the absorber
atom and with the number of scattering path legs. The analysis
is done for Zn, but results can be extrapolated to the rest of the
complexes.

In the generation of the spectra by shells (Fig. 5), the number
of legs was enough, so, this parameter does not influence the anal-
ysis. Convergence is reached when a total of five shells around the
absorbing atom are considered.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the spectrum shape when con-
sidering backscattering paths with an increasing number of legs.
Now, a sufficient number of shells around the absorbing atom have
been considered, so that this parameter does not interfere in the
analysis of the number of legs. In this case, convergence is achieved
by considering paths up to six legs.

The evolution of both sets of spectra does not show a clear
pattern, reflecting complex contributions when gradually increasing
each of the parameters analyzed. It is interesting to note the simplic-
ity of the EXAFS χ(k) function when considering SS and MS paths
of only the first shell, defined by the four nitrogen atoms bonded to
the metal (see top of Fig. 5). In this case, the predominant contribu-
tion comes from the simple Zn–N backscattering path and does not
account for the shape of the spectrum. In contrast, the first spectrum
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FIG. 4. ZnPc EXAFS spectra. On top, the experimental one published by Rossi
et al.,20 in the middle, the average EXAFS spectrum obtained from the original
FF,27 and at the bottom, the average EXAFS spectrum obtained from the mod-
ified FF. The dotted vertical lines and ellipses serve as a visual aid to facilitate
comparisons.

in Fig. 6, in which only the SS paths are considered, already presents
a structure far from simple, capturing to a large extent the global
complexity of the spectrum. It is worth noting in this case, that the
pattern observed is the result of superimposing the SS contributions
corresponding to successive coordination shells around the central
metal ion, each of them with significantly different distances.

The results presented are completely compatible with the con-
clusions presented by Carrera et al.19 and Rossi et al.20 in their
respective studies. In the first case, Carrera et al., in their analysis
of the Fourier transform of the EXAFS spectrum of CuPc at 300 K,
confirm that the signal beyond 4 Å is still intense enough to require
the inclusion of the fifth (5.5 Å) and sixth (6.5 Å) shells in the analy-
sis. However, taking into account these shells in their analysis would
mean a large increase in the number of parameters to fit, since 42
new MS paths would appear, with an intensity greater than 10%,19

making fitting nonfeasible. Rossi et al. come to a similar conclu-
sion, but in this case analyzing the XANES spectra instead of EXAFS.
According to them, six shells would be necessary to grasp all the
features observed in the experimental spectra.

FIG. 5. Evolution of the average ZnPc spectra at 80 K, as the number of shells
increases. The final converged spectrum (obtained with six shells and paths with
seven legs) is shown as a dashed line to facilitate comparison.

3. Extension to other MPcs
Due to the clear improvement obtained in Sec. III B 1, with the

modification of the FF published by Dwyer et al.,27 we propose the
extrapolation of this methodology to other MPc complexes. Those
metals are Fe, Ni, and Cu, since they belong to the same transition
series, and their experimental EXAFS spectra are available.

In Table V, we present the average distances obtained for the
MD simulations, the experimental ones, and the QM-optimized
geometries at the MP2 level corresponding to the four MPcs studied.
The BOMD results are also summarized, but they will be discussed
in Sec. III C.

On one hand, MP2 distances are quite close to those provided
by the experimental EXAFS fittings. On the other hand, it can be
seen that the average distance of the first four shells for the classical
MD fully reproduces the results of the quantum optimizations, as
intended.

The experimental and theoretical MD-based spectra are com-
pared in Fig. 7. We can see that there is an excellent reproduction of
the experimental spectra’s main features and their positions, espe-
cially in the case of NiPc and CuPc, at both temperatures—80 and
300 K. It is worth mentioning that the amplitude of the theoretical
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the average ZnPc spectra at 80 K, as the number of legs
increase. The final converged spectrum (obtained with six shells and paths with
seven legs) is shown as a dashed line to facilitate comparison.

spectra of FePc and ZnPc at high k values is clearly larger than the
experimental one, which does not occur in the rest of the species.
In the case of FePc, if the experimental spectrum is compared with
the experimental spectra of the other MPcs, it is observed that its
amplitude is significantly lower at high k values. In the works of
Kim et al.47 and Choi et al.,48 EXAFS spectra of related iron
(II) phthalocyanines were recorded, obtaining a slightly higher
amplitude at high k than the one reported by Rossi et al.20

The contributions and the amplitude of the total spectra will be
discussed in the following sections.

C. Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
simulations results

The advantage of BOMD simulations over classical MD simu-
lations is that they do not need to use any force field. After checking
that the quality of the level of theory used for BOMD is compara-
ble to the MP2 results, we can use the quantum results as a double
check for the quality of our force fields. The differences in shell dis-
tances, reported in Table V, between classical MD and BOMD, are
typically in the hundredth of Å. To see if there are significant differ-
ences in the average EXAFS spectra from classical MD and BOMD
simulations, we plot them in Fig. 8.

Although there are slight differences between the two theoret-
ical spectra for each species, the main spectral features are in the
same positions and with very similar amplitudes. The largest coin-
cidence in the shell distances between the classical MD and BOMD
simulations is found in the FePc. In this case, both theoretical spectra
exactly match. In the rest of the MPcs, classical MD and BOMD sim-
ulations give slightly different spectra, but they are not so relevant
because they hardly affect positions and amplitudes of the spectral
features. Therefore, the small differences between both theoretical
spectra can be attributed, in this case, either to the different simula-
tion times (5 ps vs 1 ns) or to the different DW factors obtained from
each simulation type.

TABLE V. Average distances for the first four shells of MPc from MD and BOMD simulations, experimental results from
EXAFS fitting, and MP2 optimizations.

FePc 80 K NiPc 300 K CuPc 80 K CuPc 300 K ZnPc 80 K

R1 (Å)

MD 1.936 1.888 1.946 1.946 1.985
BOMD 1.933 1.899 1.959 1.959 1.996
Exptal. 1.9325 1.90 1.945 1.95 2.0023
MP2 1.936 1.888 1.946 1.946 1.985

R2 (Å)

MD 2.967 2.934 2.972 2.972 2.996
BOMD 2.975 2.944 2.985 2.983 3.011
Exptal. 2.968 2.90 2.973 2.97 3.029
MP2 2.966 2.934 2.971 2.971 2.997

R3 (Å)

MD 3.377 3.364 3.379 3.379 3.390
BOMD 3.381 3.361 3.386 3.382 3.396
Exptal. 3.378 3.29 3.38 3.37 3.418
MP2 3.377 3.363 3.379 3.379 3.390

R4 (Å)

MD 4.207 4.173 4.214 4.214 4.241
BOMD 4.209 4.179 4.225 4.222 4.252
Exptal. 4.203 4.31 4.22 4.1 4.275
MP2 4.207 4.174 4.213 4.213 4.240
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FIG. 7. EXAFS spectra, theoretical (classical MD), in red, and experimental, in
black.

D. Temporal convergence of the theoretical spectra
Due to the high computational cost of BOMD simulations, we

have a production time of only 5 ps. In contrast, classical molecu-
lar dynamics simulations can produce long production times. With
the help of classical MD simulations, we can study the temporal
convergence of the EXAFS spectra. In Fig. S1 in the supplementary
material, the average EXAFS spectra of MPcs computed for struc-
tures extracted from 5 ps to 1 ns of classical MD simulations are
plotted. Both of them are computed with the same number of snap-
shots and with the same parameters (S2

0, E0). There is almost no
difference between them. We can safely consider then that 5 ps
of simulation is enough to have a converged EXAFS spectrum,
validating, therefore, the BOMD spectra already presented.

E. Debye–Waller factor analysis
1. Results from MD simulations

The complexity of fitting the EXAFS spectra of the MPcs has its
origin in their high molecular rigidity, which makes it necessary to
take into account a large number of contributions. This causes the
fitting of the DW factors associated with each backscattering path

FIG. 8. Theoretical EXAFS spectra (classical MD in red, and BOMD in blue).

more difficult to do, since they are strongly correlated with other
parameters that affect the amplitude.43

Due to the exponential character of the term that contains the
DW factor in the EXAFS equation, the precision in its determination
is crucial for making a quantitative analysis of the spectrum. In fact,
its determination is a limiting factor when making structural char-
acterizations, since it affects the amplitude of the signal related, for
example, to the coordination number around the absorbing atom.
In our system, that parameter is known, but this is not the case in
many other systems, with ligands that have low residence times in
the absorber environment. In addition, it is strongly correlated with
the amplitude reduction factor S2

0, so, its theoretical estimation sup-
poses a great improvement in the fitting and in the reduction of the
number of free parameters during the fitting process.43

The strategy that followed the experimental studies of Rossi
et al.20 and Carrera et al.19 was to relate some of the DW factors
of the MS paths with those of SS through simple formulas, as dis-
cussed in the Methodology section. These approximations imply a
reduction in the number of free parameters to fit. However, both
studies differ in the selection of backscattering paths, as well as in
some of the expressions that relate the DW factors of the differ-
ent contributions. Those facts simply illustrate the complexity of the
analysis.

We can calculate directly the DW factor for every scattering
path in our simulation. For the aim of comparison, we have com-
puted the DW factors of the scattering paths employed in the fitting
process of Refs. 19 and 20 and schematized in Fig. 3. Figure 9 shows
the theoretical and the experimentally fitted DW factors. First, we
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FIG. 9. Debye–Waller factors calculated
for the classical MD and BOMD and their
comparison with the fitted experimental
values.

can see that the differences between the DW factors of both MD
simulations and those experimentally fitted can be as high as one
order of magnitude. Also, in some cases, there are fitted DW fac-
tors whose value is 0, such as in the case for MS4 and MS5 paths for
CuPc at 80 K, as stated in a Sec. III A. This shows some degree of
inconsistency in the analysis of the experimental spectra.

When comparing both MD simulations—classical and
Born–Oppenheimer—we can see that the differences are smaller
(all in the same order of magnitude) and follow the same trend.
The values are summarized in Table VI. BOMD DW factors are
on average, a bit larger than the MD ones, with a maximum

σ2
BOMD/σ2

MD ratio of 2.5 for just a few cases. Even though there are
differences between the values of the DW factors of both theoretical
simulations, these are not reflected in the average EXAFS spectra,
because there are so many contributions to the total simulated
spectra that the differences are diluted (see Fig. 8).

As stated before, the DW factor accounts for the disorder
around the absorber atom. We can visualize the trajectories that
follow the atoms in both types of MD simulations. The trajectory
of ZnPc atoms in the classical MD simulation is represented in
Fig. 10. An equivalent representation for the BOMD simulation is
included in the supplementary material (Fig. S2). In both cases, the

TABLE VI. DW factors (Å2) of MD simulations multiplied by a factor 103.

FePc 80 K NiPc 300 K CuPc 80 K CuPc 300 K ZnPc 80 K

Path MD BOMD MD BOMD MD BOMD MD BOMD MD BOMD

SS1 0.309 0.428 0.843 1.82 0.250 0.384 0.837 2.10 0.269 0.514
SS2 0.674 0.581 1.653 2.50 0.531 0.490 1.617 2.55 0.574 0.590
SS3 0.895 0.664 2.321 2.83 0.750 0.562 2.304 2.46 0.832 0.656
SS4 0.952 0.577 1.803 2.77 0.614 0.494 1.783 2.93 0.691 0.658
MS1 0.706 0.774 1.539 2.15 0.489 0.589 1.474 2.62 0.411 1.05
MS2 0.705 0.774 1.536 2.16 0.489 0.591 1.477 2.62 0.411 1.05
MS3 1.236 1.71 3.371 7.26 1.001 1.54 3.349 8.38 1.076 2.06
MS4 0.819 0.549 1.954 2.40 0.643 0.462 1.850 2.25 0.647 0.590
MS5 0.632 0.470 1.464 2.22 0.480 0.407 1.419 2.31 0.487 0.556
MS6 0.666 0.488 1.556 2.38 0.515 0.443 1.520 2.51 0.490 0.633
MS7 0.935 0.547 1.747 2.67 0.596 0.482 1.733 2.82 0.669 0.640
MS8 1.013 0.616 1.975 2.84 0.676 0.508 1.911 2.99 0.723 0.678
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FIG. 10. Representation, axial and equatorial views, of the trajectory followed by
the atoms in the classical MD simulation of ZnPc at 80 K. Equivalent results are
obtained in BOMD simulations (Fig. S2 in the supplementary material).

oscillations of the atoms are much larger in the axis perpendicular
to the molecular plane. In addition, atoms’ trajectories follow a
“banana” shape, shown in Fig. 11, especially appreciable in the
BOMD trajectory. Thus, the absorber–backscatter distances do not
change noticeably because they follow paths close to an arc of a
circumference. This motion is not reflected in the SS DW factors,
which account for the differences in the radial distances from the
absorber to the backscatter atoms.

We can see this phenomenon through numbers. In Fig. 12, we
plot, grouped by shells, the calculated variance of the x, y, and z com-
ponents around the average position for all the atoms in the ZnPc
simulations (both classical MD and BOMD), the molecule being in
the xy plane and the metal ion at the origin of the coordinate system.
The variance is more than ten times larger for the z axis contribution
than for the x or y ones. This fact stands out especially in the case of
BOMD, where the deformations increase considerably in the farthest
shells. The value of the variance for the total distance r (DW factor
in single scattering paths and shown in Fig. 12 as well) is closer to
the deviations in the x and y axes. Thus, the oscillations that do not
change significantly with the absorber–backscatter distance are not

FIG. 11. Representation of the backscatter atom movement following a banana
shape. The shaded line represents the radial amplitude of the motion.

reflected in the DW factors. The result is equivalent for the the rest
of the MPcs.

The underestimation of DW factors would lead to an increase
of the EXAFS signal, which we may be compensating for with small
S2

0 values (Table S2 in the supplementary material). However, for the
CuPc at 300 K and ZnPc at 80 K cases, the S2

0 value used for the
theoretical spectra is 1, so, despite having much smaller DW fac-
tors than those fitted experimentally, we get EXAFS spectra with the
same amplitudes than the experimental ones. This fact can be again
a proof of the effect of the interference pattern generated when all
the scattering path contributions are included in the generation of
the EXAFS spectra. That is, the lack of scattering paths included in
the fitting of the experimental information can be compensated with
higher DW factors. In the cases of FePc and ZnPc, as mentioned, we
still have problems of higher amplitudes at high k values in the the-
oretical spectra despite the fact that the amplitude of the spectra fit
well at low k, either with the use of a small S2

0 (FePc) or not (ZnPc).
There are unresolved issues concerning the amplitude of

EXAFS spectra: It is not clear why in some cases the intensity
matches the experimental ones and in others it does not. Factors
such as the extraction and analysis of the raw data and possible
self-absorption problems,49 should be considered and analyzed.

2. Analyzing DW factor relationships applied
in the experimental fittings

We can also check if the relationships between the DW factors
of SS and MS applied by Carrera et al.19 and Rossi et al.20 [Eq. (5)]
are reproduced by simulations. Table VII collects the computed
relationships from our simulation results.

In order to apply the independent vibration model in the exper-
imental fittings, two premises must be met: the thermal motion of
the atoms in the direction perpendicular to the bond must be small
compared to the bond distance, and the movement must not be cor-
related,50 that is, the oscillations of the atoms are not influenced by
the oscillations of other atoms.

First, classical MD and BOMD simulation results differ and do
not follow a clear trend. We can observe that the first two relation-
ships, which involve the MS1, MS2, and SS1 paths, have a maximum
deviation close to 40%. These paths involve the central metal and
its four-nearest nitrogen atoms. The origin of the discrepancies
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FIG. 12. Representation of the variance
around the average position for each
shell for both classical and BOMD sim-
ulations of ZnPc. On the left, the whole
graphic, on the right, a zoom ×10 in the
vertical axis.

between the value expected from the independent vibration model
and the values extracted from simulations leads us to think that
the independent vibration model is a rough approach in the case
of MS paths that involve the closest shell to the metal. This fact
makes sense, considering that phthalocyanine is a single tetraden-
tate and aromatic (and, therefore, rigid) ligand. We can think that
the movements of the nitrogen atoms that bind the metal are
correlated since they are subject to the influence of the ring, which
is a single entity. This hypothesis is supported by the study done
by Z. Liu et al.51 on the vibrational structure of MPcs. According
to them, all normal modes above 955 cm−1 are mainly involved in

TABLE VII. Calculation of the relationships between the theoretical Debye–Waller
factors. The last row corresponds to the approximations imposed in the experimental
fittings.

System σ2
MS1

σ2
SS1

σ2
MS2

σ2
SS1

σ2
MS3

σ2
SS1

σ2
MS7

σ2
SS4

FePc 80 K MD 2.28 2.28 4.00 0.98
BOMD 1.81 1.81 4.00 0.95

NiPc 300 K MD 1.83 1.82 4.00 0.97
BOMD 1.68 1.68 4.00 0.96

CuPc 80 K MD 1.95 1.95 4.00 0.97
BOMD 1.53 1.54 4.00 0.97

CuPc 300 K MD 1.76 1.76 4.00 0.97
BOMD 1.25 1.25 4.00 0.96

ZnPc 80 K MD 1.53 1.53 4.00 0.97
BOMD 2.05 2.04 4.00 0.97

Imposed 2 2 4 1

in-plane bending (IPB) vibrations, and it is difficult for a bond to
vibrate without involving other bonds for such a macrocyclic ring.
Furthermore, IPB is the kind of vibration that “appears” when cal-
culating the DW factors, as mentioned before. Anyhow, the imposed
ratios in the experimental analysis are, in all cases, very reasonable
approximations.

In the last relationship [Eq. (5c)], which involves paths MS7
and SS4, the equivalence is essentially fulfilled. The movement of the
four different atoms that involve the MS7 paths may be decorrelated
enough to fulfill the conditions needed to apply the independent
vibration model.

To understand why the relationship between MS3 and SS1 is
fulfilled in all cases, we have to go through the equation we use to
calculate the DW factor. For the SS1 path, it would be

σ2
SS1 ≡ ⟨(

r⃗i − r⃗0 + r⃗i − r⃗0

2
)

2
⟩

i
= ⟨(r⃗i − r⃗0 )2⟩i, (6)

where r⃗0 is the equilibrium distance from the absorbing atom to the
backscatter, and r⃗i is the instantaneous position of the backscatter
atom, as illustrated in Fig. 13. For the case of the MS3 path, σ2

MS3
would be calculated as

σ2
MS3 ≡ ⟨(

r⃗i − r⃗0 + r⃗i − r⃗0 + r⃗i − r⃗0 + r⃗i − r⃗0

2
)

2
⟩

i
,

= ⟨(4r⃗i − 4r⃗0

2
)

2
⟩

i
≡ 4σ2

SS1. (7)

Thus, by definition, σ2
MS3/σ2

SS1 is always fulfilled.
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FIG. 13. Single scattering path, indicating instantaneous r⃗i and equilibrium r⃗0
distances.

F. EXAFS spectra with a reduced number of paths
1. Testing the model structure concept

One option at this point is to compare the “complete” average
theoretical spectra with the spectra calculated taking into account
only the paths included in the fittings of experimental spectra. How-
ever, before addressing this issue, an interesting question within the
fitting process of an experimental spectrum will be considered. In
the fitting of experimental spectra, a model structure is adopted that
essentially determines the contributions to the final spectrum. As
already mentioned, the fitting of the spectra provides, basically, the
distance of the backscattering atoms and the static and dynamic dis-
order that they exhibit. This disorder is reflected in the DW factor
associated with each group of backscattering paths.

With the available structural information, we can answer the
following question: Is an average spectrum, taking into account
only certain backscattering paths, equivalent to a single spectrum
based on a model structure considering the same paths through their
extracted DW factors from the simulation? In the first case, the aver-
age spectrum is built from the structures extracted from the MD
simulations, incorporating in each of them only the set of selected
backscattering paths. In the second case, a single spectrum is gen-
erated on the basis of a single (model) structure, also selecting the
same paths as in the first case and introducing the disorder through
the DW factors resulting from the MD simulations. In other words,
we are asking about the equivalence of Eqs. (1) and (3).

Figure 14 answers the question posed. It compares the spectrum
obtained from the statistical average of individual spectra incorpo-
rating only the backscattering paths used in the experimental study
of Rossi et al.20 and the single spectrum obtained by selecting the
same paths for the average structure of the simulation and with the
DW factors obtained theoretically. Modified FF at 80 K for ZnPc is
chosen as the test case. Equivalent results must be expected for the
other MPcs.

It is interesting to see how the same results can be reproduced
from a single spectrum, without the need to generate a spectrum
for each snapshot of the MD trajectory. This strategy entails lower
computational cost, although the a priori knowledge of the main
contributions (paths) becomes compulsory. It should be noted that
the intrinsic rigidity of the studied system greatly favors the equiv-
alence between both strategies. It would be interesting to do this
comparison in coordination environments with a greater degree of
flexibility or in more disordered systems.
2. Average EXAFS spectra selecting paths

To shed light on the origin of the differences between the the-
oretical and experimental DW factors, average EXAFS spectra have

FIG. 14. Average EXAFS spectrum (in red) obtained from ZnPc MD simulation at
80 K, including only the scattering paths considered by Rossi et al.20 In black,
EXAFS spectrum obtained by employing the average structure (model structure)
and considering the same paths whose DW factors are extracted from the same
simulation.

been generated using only the paths that the experimental analyses
considered in their fits.

In Fig. 15, we plot the total average (converged) spectra
obtained from classical MD simulations and the average spectra

FIG. 15. Average EXAFS spectra selecting paths (green) vs total average EXAFS
spectra for classical MD simulations (red) (Fig. S4 in the supplementary material
shows the equivalent plot for BOMD simulations).
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including only the paths used in the work of Rossi et al.20 It is shown
in Fig. S3 in the supplementary material that the results are equiva-
lent if the path selection of Carrera et al.19 is considered. Although
for both classical MD and BOMD, some of the main features are
present, such as the peaks at 6 and 8–9 Å−1, there are regions that
remain incomplete. That is, the average spectra with the selected
paths are not “converged.” In Fig. 16, we plot the average EXAFS
spectra, only including the selected paths and the experimental ones.
If we compare Fig. 7 with Fig. 16, the low k region gets consider-
ably worse when going from the “total” spectrum to the spectrum
generated with the mentioned path selection. In this region, MS
paths are especially relevant. There are also appreciable differences
in the 7–9 Å−1 region. When we generate the theoretical EXAFS,
for a symmetric structure, there are around 300 paths (not counting
degeneracy) that contribute to the final spectrum. In the experimen-
tal fittings, however, the contribution of only 10–12 paths is taken
into account. The lack of paths considered in the fit may be compen-
sated by larger DW factors, leading, at least partially, to the observed
differences between the theoretical results and the experimental fits
(Fig. 9). It is important to note that 10–12 paths supposes, in this
case, around 60 contributions to the total spectrum because of the
intrinsic degeneracy of some of the paths.

Making experimental fittings without knowing a priori how
many paths are necessary and their relevance is an extremely difficult

FIG. 16. Average EXAFS spectra selecting paths for classical MD simulations
(green) vs experimental EXAFS spectra (black) (Fig. S5 in the supplementary
material shows the equivalent plot for BOMD simulations.).

task. In other types of systems, as in the case of ions in solution or
small molecules, 10–12 paths would be more than enough, but since
any MPc is a very rigid molecule with a considerably high number
of atoms, this task becomes too complicated. In this case, the use of
theoretical information greatly facilitates the work and leads to more
accurate fittings.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The complexity and rigidity of MPcs, together with the sensi-

tivity of EXAFS to minor structural changes, makes this chemical
motif a good test-bed for the development of theoretical strate-
gies due to the difficulties appearing in the spectrum fitting. In
this sense, this study is a good example of the interplay between
theoretical methods and experiment: Experiments provide tools to
benchmark theoretical models, and theoretical models allow us to
evaluate approximations/simplifications made during the analysis of
the experimental information.

The first conclusion is that the experimental ZnPc spectrum is
quite well reproduced by employing the original force field. How-
ever, some features were lacking in the theoretical spectrum. To
improve this situation, an MP2 optimized structure was employed
as a reference to introduce some changes in the original ZnPc force
field, reaching a better agreement between experiment and the-
ory. This result reveals the sensitivity of EXAFS spectroscopy in
the determination of the close environment of the absorber atom.
That modified force field was the starting point for the extension of
the methodology to other MPcs since structural changes essentially
occur in the region close to the metal center.

The evolution of the interference pattern, observed when the
number of shells and legs in scattering paths was increased, is
involved due to the large number of contributions with different
frequencies (a function of the different effective distances) to be
considered.

As a check, the results of the BOMD simulations were com-
pared with the results of the classical MD simulations. After verify-
ing that a 5 ps simulation time was enough to have temporarily con-
verged results, we have shown that, with two different computational
levels of calculations, equivalent results can be reached.

The goodness of the approximations employed in the experi-
mental analysis to reduce the number of free parameters in the fitting
process (relationships between MS and SS DW factors) was checked
on the basis of our MD results, concluding that it was reasonable
although the MS paths involving the closer atoms to the absorber
exhibit higher deviations (vibrations strongly correlated with ring
motions).

Taking into account the amplitude of the EXAFS oscillations, it
can be concluded that the theoretical DW factors are systematically
smaller than the experimental ones. Being aware of the limitations
present in the theoretical strategy, the discrepancy between the
experimental and theoretical DW factors is partly due to the lack
of scattering paths included in the fitting of the experimental spec-
tra (due to the restrictions concerning the number of parameters
that can be fitted). This fact is then compensated by higher values
of the fitted DW factors in the considered contributions. Nonethe-
less, there are still unresolved issues related to the intensity of the
theoretical EXAFS spectra, such as the high intensity obtained for
FePc and ZnPc at high k values.
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It should be noted that, despite these discrepancies, the deter-
mination of the distances from the absorber atoms to the backscat-
tering ones are not affected, showing the robustness of the technique
to the geometrical information (average distances).

The concept of model structure has been evaluated and, at least
in this case, from a theoretical view, it has been possible to check
the validity of a computationally less expensive strategy of generat-
ing spectra with a previous selection of backscattering paths, that is,
without the need for computing average spectra. Whether this strat-
egy is the most straightforward one or not depends on the ability
of choosing all the relevant scattering contributions. For the MPc
systems, it is shown that this is not the case.

One of the possible steps to follow would be the modification
of the effective force constants to give accurate frequencies for the
normal modes that involve the metal region. In the work of Z. Liu
et al.,51 the tendencies of the different metal-substituted MPcs in
molecular, electronic, and vibrational structures are studied. They
demonstrated with the assignment of IR and Raman frequencies,
that the absorption bands, which are metal dependent, show a defi-
nite trend with the variation of the substituted metal, while the rest of
the vibrational modes (most of them) do not show significant shifts
with the metal ion.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for charges of the force field,
E0, and S2

0 for the theoretical EXAFS computation, trajectory of the
ZnPc atoms in BOMD simulation, and comparisons of theoretical
EXAFS spectra.
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